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With great developments and extensive applications of technology of computer 
networks, especially for worldwide spread of Internet, more and more network 
systems exposed to threat of attacks and intrusions. The raising constantly of the 
speed of the network, IDS must adapt to this speed, so IDS must improve speed about 
process data and decrease false positive and false negative, at the same time IDS be 
asked to find out unknown attack.  
Based on the research background stated above, this dissertation focuses on the 
research on network intrusion detection based on data mining technology. At first, in 
order to enhance the effectiveness for unknown intrusions, some network detection 
algorithms mainly using clustering analysis are proposed which are measured by the 
detection rate and the false positive rate. Meanwhile, a clustering that combine 
max-min value and fuzzy C-average algorithm is proposed, and applies it into the 
intrusion detection. The method has the ability to detect known and unknown 
intrusions from unlabeled Internet connection records.  
Secondly, according to the requirement of raising speed, the dissertation 
introduces feature selection based on principal component analysis as pretreatment of 
data. This method can reduce dimensions of data and improve speed of data process，
suit the application of high speed network. 
At last, the efficiency and performance of algorithm are tested in KDD 99 dataset, 
and the future research directions are summarized.  
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